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Advertising - Scroll through page 2 of 16 advertisements Thank you for your participation! Your assessment is very important for improving the work of artificial intelligence, which forms the content of this project Ming Wind Speed (mph)0Max Wind Speed (mph)175Max Temperature (outside) (I F)140Min
Temperature (outside) (I F)-50 Temperature (C) (outside) ± ± Max Temperature (inside) (F)140Min Temperature (inside) (I'm F) 32Therperature Precision (inside) (I'm F) ±1Max Temperature (inside) (I C)60Min Temperature (Inside) (I C)0Teerature Precision (Inside) (I C)± 0.5 Precision Wind Speed±5%
Full-Scale Maximum Wind Chill (I F)140Min Wind Chill (I F)-134Max Wind Chill (I C)60Min Wind Chill (I C)-92Wind Chill Precision±4'F (2'C)Max Rain Fall (in)99.99Mine Rain Autumn (in)0.01Rain Fall Precision (in)±2% full-scaleDisplay TypeLCDPower (VAC)110Height (in)12Length (in)24Width
(in)12DescriptionWeather : Indoor/Outdoor compact Weather Monitoring Station Anemometer with 40' (12m) cable, outdoor temperature sensor with 25' (7.5m) cable, inside temperature sensor, console with AC adapter and backup battery (battery not included). The cables connected to the console
through the connection window with 8' (2.4m) with a large display on the console includes a rose compass that shows the constantly updated wind direction and speed. Provides a time of 12 or 24 hours and a date. U.S. and metric units, gives highs and lows, provides consistent scanning and display
readings, sets alarms for selected functions. Available only in the U.S. and Canada. Weather Wizard III Guide, DownloadDirect Link File Name: wizard3_manual.pdf Released: May 01, 2015 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36
37 Table Contents 38 This website or its third-party tools use cookies, that are necessary for its functioning and are necessary to achieve the goals illustrated in the policy of cookies. If you want to know more or withdraw your consent to all or some cookies, please refer to the cookie policy. By closing this
banner, scrolling through the page, clicking on the link, or continuing to view otherwise, you agree to use cookies. This theme covers issues with the old Davis stations, most notably the original Vantage Pro (what is now called VP1 stations to distinguish them from the current VP2 models) and the
previous generation of Weather Monitor II and Weather Wizard III stations. There is also a note about the original VP2 stations of 2004 and 2005 vintage. All of these models are likely to be at least ten years old, and so relatively few of them will be in active operation yet. So here are just a few notes on
these stations covered in subtitles below: Initial VP2 models (2004 and 2005 2005 The VP2 was first released in late 2004 and underwent an important revision in 2006 when T/H digital sensors were introduced to replace previous T/H analog sensors (and some changes were made to console
equipment). The main theme of VP2 T/H has detailed information about the specification and replacement of digital sensors T/H. Initial VP2 models in some sense have a combined analog temperature/humidity sensor on one board (as a spare part 7346.029), but in fact they were separate/discrete
temperature and humidity sensors installed on the same miniature PCB board and connected to the SIM board through a 6-conductor cable. Digital T/H sensors may not be used on most VP2 models until 2006 (identifiable by the Mfg code, starting with A4 or A5) that were equipped with old analog
sensor builds T/H. Davis have a policy of maintaining the supply of spare parts for at least 5 years after the part/model is wrapped, and this policy has certainly been adhered to for analog sensors. But the supply of these sensors eventually became completely exhausted, and no new parts could be
manufactured. So, unfortunately, anyone with a VP2 station 2004/5 Vintage will not be able to source a new sensor (except, for example, from eBay). The only answer is to buy a brand new SIM board and a modern digital T/H sensor, which of course will be mutually compatible. This is not necessarily the
wisest course of action, as the cost of a SIM board plus a T/H sensor is significant. It is perhaps more cost effective to buy a brand new ISS rather than fit new parts to ISS, which is 11-12 years old and which will almost certainly have other components nearing the end of their service. Note: Some VP2
systems produced by the end of 2005 are actually compatible with T/H digital sensors, despite the official transition date of 1/1/2006. Apparently they can be identified by a small round sticker on one of the SIM board chips bearing the handwritten 'v1.6' - probably denoting a revision of the ISS firmware.
The Vp1 model VP1 designation refers to the original Vantage Pro model, manufactured between 1999 and 2004. They usually have model numbers ending at zero, both in 6150 and 6160 (as opposed to the corresponding 6152 and 6162 designations for VP2 models). If any label on the block (like the
legend under the display on the consoles) says simply Vantage Pro, not Vantage Pro 2, then it will be the VP1 model. The compatibility of the VP1 and VP2 VP1 and VP2 models uses a much different data protocol to communicate between the sensor transmitter (ISS) and the console, and as a result it is
impossible to mix VP1 and VP2 consoles and sensor transmitters. In other words, you can't use a VP1 console with VP2 ISS or vice versa. This applies to cable, and to wireless models (because cable models still use similar data data wireless models). Weatherlink data recorders originally purchased for
the VP1 station cannot be used with the new VP2 station. This is not due to the differences in VP1/VP2, but to the fact that VP2 stations manufactured since the beginning of 2013 require a logger with an updated specification - see (VP1 registrars can be successfully used with VP2 consoles until 2013,
but this situation will usually not be relevant to VP1 users wishing to switch to a new VP2 station). However, the new Weatherlink registrars can be used with the VP1 station without problems. The NB data recorders for the older Weather Monitor II and Wizard III stations were of a completely different
design and could not be used with either VP1 or VP2. New parts for VP1 and old stations Are New Network Station Components (such as console and ISS units) are simply no longer available from dealers - basically, stocks were exhausted a few years ago, although it may still be worth asking a larger
and well-established dealer because they may still have the odd component as part of their residual stock. Sometimes components can still rotate on eBay and similar sites, but are usually in a used state and therefore unknown reliability. Some spare parts and repairs of units may still be available - see
below for more information. Replacing sensors for VP1 and old stations One sensor that you will find is a virtually impossible source of new now is the temperature/humidity sensor for VP1 and old stations. (Vp1 and WMII parts were separate parts, but share the problem of inaccessibility.) Production of
these parts ended a few years ago, and stocks at Davis and dealers have long been exhausted. Note that it is still possible to replace the temperature/hum sensor with a simple temperature sensor that is still available - obviously the humidity and dew point readings will be lost, but this could be a way of
prolonging the life of an elderly system. Other standard sensors (with the exception of the pressure sensor that is on the main console board) are still readily available. The 6410 VP2 is fully compatible with VP1 and older stations. The defective rain sensor can be repaired either by replacing the cane
switch or by replacing a separate separate rain sensor, 7852 (or its new equivalent, the rain sensor 7857). The VP2 6450 solar and 6490UV sensors are fully compatible with the VP1 station. Replacement transmitters for VP1 and old station replacement transmitter boards may still be available in
principle, but they will be relatively expensive and dealers may be reluctant to source them in practice. Few dealers will maintain stocks now due to absolutely minimal demand and the sources of replacement board up the supply chain can be long and fraught Console repairs for VP1 and old The The
stations here is similar to that for replacement transmitter parts - it is not impossible that parts may be available or that repairs could be done, but the uncertainty and cost and time taken in the sourcing parts might make attempting repairs seriously unattractive. If such repairs are needed, the likely
conclusion is that the station goes beyond practical or economic repair. The Weather Monitor II model Before the Vantage Pro was launched, Davis was known for a number of (mostly) cable and simple stations called Weather Monitor II (WMII) and Weather Wizard III (WwiiI) stations. There was also an
indoor-only model called Perception. Production of these more base stations continued in parallel with VP1 stations until about 2005. These old types of stations have lasted well and we often hear about examples still working well. However, the main components for these stations are no longer available,
and if the console or logger fails, then the station unfortunately must be replaced with a more modern design. However, some sensors are still available as spare parts: the original 7911 anemometer can be replaced with a modern 6410 anemometer - it's a fully compatible replacement; The original rain
sensor can be replaced directly with the modern equivalent of Davis; Supplies of the combined temperature/humidity sensor 7859 are completely exhausted. But this sensor can still be replaced by a temperature-only sensor; Last change: Dec 19, 2019 2019
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